This soundtrack was rerecorded with artists including the 1975, Bastille, and CHVRCHES for a 2014 BBC
airing of the movie this soundtrack appears on. Cliff Martinez composed the majority of this soundtrack, and
the second song on this album is by Desire’s Johnny Jewel and repeatedly notes “You keep me under your
spell.” The first song on this soundtrack opens with the sound of a (*) 
payphone and features Kavinsky singing
“I’m giving you a nightcall.” A song by College featuring Electric Youth appears on this soundtrack crooning about
a “real human bean” and a “real hero.” For 10 points, name this electronicpop soundtrack for a Nicolas
Refndirected film in which Ryan Gosling stars as a getaway driver.
ANSWER: the soundtrack to 
Drive
A pair of tortoiseshell sunglasses from this film made by Oliver Goldsmith were remade for an anniversary in
2011 and sell for $440. The main actress in this film exclaimed “Over my dead body!” when studio executives
tried to cut the main song, and that actress sings in that song (*)
“I’m crossing you in style some day.” Bruce
Lee reacts angrily to seeing this film after going to it on a date in 
Dragon: The Bruce Lee Story
, and the song “Moon
River” was composed for this film. Mickey Rooney performed the racist role of Mr. Yunioshi in this film, and
Givenchy designed its main actress’s “Little Black Dress.” For 10 points, name this film starring Audrey Hepburn as
Holly Golightly.
ANSWER: 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s
Immediately AFTER this scene, the protagonist tells a woman lying in a field to “look up” and that “the soul
of man has been given wings” as the prelude from 
Lohengrin
plays. A character in this scene states that “we
think too much and feel too little” and describes (*)
“machine men with machine minds.” The protagonist
proclaims in this scene, “Let us fight to fulfill that promise” and begins this scene by meekly saying “I’m sorry, but I
don’t want to be an emperor.” Hannah hears this scene through a radio broadcast, and this scene takes place after a
barber has been mistaken for Adenoid Hynkel and addresses a crowd of soldiers. For 10 points, name this final
speech from a movie in which Charlie Chaplin portrays a parody of Adolf Hitler.
ANSWER: the final 
speech
from 
The 
Great Dictator
(prompt on partial)
One character in this film violently vomits after seeing the blood from his own impaling. This film was
criticized for a joke near its end in which Princess Tilde rewards the protagonist with anal sex, and the 
1812
Overture
is coordinated with a fireworkslike scene of various (*)
exploding heads in this film. One character in
this film repeatedly states “Manners maketh man” and dies following an amazingly choreographed massive brawl
inside of a hate group church. Eggsy and the Colin Firthplayed “Galahad” discover a plot in this movie using
cellphone SIM cards to cause mass hysteria among the public. For 10 points, name this 2014 movie about a secret
British spy group.
ANSWER: 
Kingsman
: The Secret Service
One minor example of these actors is interrupted by Darcy Lewis while having a lunch date with Jane Foster,
while another minor example is poisoned by his partner Detective Hoffman on the orders of Wilson Fisk. A
betterknown but looser example of these actors leads the Kursed and engages in a teleporting battle
involving the (*) 
Aether. One of these actors states “We’re all losers” in a speech, and another example repeatedly
states “On your right” while lapping the Falcon on a run. The first person to become one of these actors is exiled to
Earth from Asgard in his first appearance in that role. Pratt, Evans, and Hemsworth are the surnames of various of
these actors. For 10 points, describe these people who all portray characters from cinematic works based on a shared
universe of comics and have the same first name.
ANSWER: actors from the 
Marvel
cinematic universe with the first name 
Chris
(prompt on partial; antiprompt on
any specific people or characters)

In one of these scenes, voices describing various deaths play as two people look at a photograph of a
counseling center. One of these scenes occurs after Becca leaves a game of Yahtzee and wanders into the
basement, finding Nana and Pop Pop. Elijah Price says to himself (*)
“They called me Mr. Glass” after David
Dunn experiences visions of Elijah orchestrating disasters in one of these scenes. Dr. Malcolm Crowe realizes he has
been dead the entire time in the most famous of these scenes, which are frequently employed by M. Night
Shyamalan. For 10 points, name these endings to films in which the audience’s expectations are subverted.
ANSWER: M. Night 
Shyamalan
’s 
twist
endings (or any similar answers; prompt on partial; antiprompt on specific
scenes)
One of these scenes is overlaid with Joey B. Ellis’s song “Go For It,” while another of these scenes is preceded
by a description of “kissing the express train” and “some hurtin’ bombs.” The most recent of these scenes
ends with various children riding in a circle on rearing (*)
dirt bikes in a manner reminiscent of another of these
scenes in which a character apparently becomes the Pied Piper. “Hearts on Fire” plays during one of these scenes as
a character lifts a bunch of rocks and climbs a mountain. The first of these scenes ends with “Gonna Fly Now”
playing triumphantly after a character climbs the steps to the Philadelphia Museum of Art. For 10 points, name these
montages in which a boxer gets better at boxing.
ANSWER: 
train
ing montages from the 
Rocky
series (prompt on partial; antiprompt on specific scenes)
One of these instances occurs after a description of a makeshift tarp and prompts one character to wonder
with Mindy Park whether it was the “first” or the “second” intonation. One of these occurs after a haphazard
selfsurgery, and another is viewed without (*) 
sound from outside a window. A heavy series of these instances is
followed by Teddy telling the president, “He’s under a tremendous amount of stress,”and happened after one
character describes a “gerund form” one of these instances. One of these instances takes place after the protagonist
cultivates bacteria and potato crops inside the Hab. For 10 points, name these instances in which a stranded
astronaut curses.
ANSWER: Mark 
Watney
’s usage of the 
fbomb
in 
The 
Martian
(prompt on just swearing; accept 

fuck
in place of
fbomb
, accept either 
Watney
or 
The 
Martian
)
In a film from this series, Bill Hader states “Old family recipe. Best to keep it a secret” before being hit by a
flying kitchen knife, while Booker is told he’s a legend in another film from this series. 
Return of the Ghost
and (*) 
Generations
are among the films in this series, and in a scene in this series a character states, “What are you
talking about? What contract dispute?” alluding to a role by Seth Rogen in this series. The last film in this series
takes place in space and is titled “2121,” while various earlier films take place at “Ninja Academy,” “Scuba Class,”
“Culinary School,” and “Medical School.” For 10 points, name this series, multiple films of which are depicted in
the credits to the “22” instance of this series.
ANSWER: 
21 
Jump Street
One actor’s response to being asked about this scene was “I don’t know and I don’t care.” Kristian Brown
discovered an old script in a University of Brunswick library describing this scene. One character in this
scene states, (*)
“I’ve been looking forward to this for a long time,” after which the script describes that character
being consumed in a “blinding flash of light.” The director contrasted a character as “John Wayne” or “a
coldblooded killer” when discussing this scene, and a 1997 Special Edition led to the dispute over this scene after
apparently showing Greedo firing his blaster. For 10 points, name this scene in which an intergalactic smuggler
definitely took the initiative in firing his blaster.
ANSWER: 
Han shot first
(or things similar; minus infinity for “Greedo shot first”)

